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CYBBRGUARDIANPII: CYBER EXPRESS CONTEST-INTERSCHOOL EDITION

Enclosed  is   the  Advisory   No.   081   s.   2024   dated   May   13,   2024   titled
"CYBERGUARDIANPII : Cyber Express Contest-Interschcol Edition".

CyberGuardianpH will hold its annual Cyber Express Contest-Interschool
Edition. The contest aims to showcase diverse, innovative and creative prowess of
the learner more so, raise awareness and empower learners to help co-create a
safer cyberspace for themselves and others.

Attached is the 2024 Cyber Express Contest Guidelines and Mechanics.

For information and guidance.
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cyBERGUARDIAnpH: cyBER EZDREss cOH"sT-IN"RscHOOL BDIHOH

CyberGuardianspH  coalition  is  driven  and  committed  to  co-create  safer
cyberspace for the protection of children and youth against online sexual abuse and
exploitation, cyberbullying, and other forms of cyber threats, such as online gaming
and social media addiction and misinformation/fake news and disinfomation and
troHin8.

CyberGuardianspH will hold its amual Cyber Express Contest-Interschool
Edition. The contest ains to showcase the diverse, innovative and creative prowess
of the learners more so, raise awareness and empower the leamers to help co-create
a safer cyberspace for themselves and others.

Further, the contest categories are the following.

>  video Mahig
>   Spoken word poetry
>   Songwhtin8
>   Slogan/Poster Making

In addition, all entries must capture any of the fonowing cyber treats against
children and young and how the youth can help co-create safer cyberspace.

•    Online sexual abuse and exploitation of children (OSAEC);
•    Cyberbunying;
•    Excessive use ofscoial media;
•    Online gaming addiction; and
•    Misinformation/Fake News and Disinformation/Trolling.

The winners (lsd, 2nd and 3rd placers) will be announced during the 4-th National
Youth Leadership Summit on Safer Cyberspace on November 23-24, 2024.  Other
details regarding the summit will be communicated.
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All interested schools are requested to register to confirm their participation
via this link: httDs: / /bit.I`-/CvberEXDress2024 on or before August 30, 2024.

Enclosed is the 2024      ber Express Contest Guide]incs and Mechanics for
reference.
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2024 CYBER EXPRESS CONTEST MECHANICS

GENERAL GumELINEs

I. The following are qqulified to join the 2024 CGPH CYBER EXPRESS CONTEST:

• OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES from the participating schools (High school or College
Level students)

• Youth NOT in Education, Employment and Training OTEET) or outrofrschool youth duly
certified by the Punong Barangay or the Head of their church or communityhased youth
organization

2. The Participating Schools must accomplish the online registration fom and send an engopy of
the birth certificate and school IDs of their OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES for AIL or the
SELECTED CATEGORHS on or bofdre AUGUST 30, 2024, to
csohcvberexoress2022@rmail.com.  For oufrof-school youth^memployed contest participants
(YOUTH NEET), they chould also complete the online registration form and send an engopy of
their birth certificate and Barangay Certification of Residence and Youth NEET/outrof+school
youth on or before AUGUST 30, 2024.

3. Each Participating School and Youth NEET win be allowed to submit a maximum of two (2)
entries per category. The entries of the official school representatives for each category must be
submitted by their reapective schools. On the other hand, the entries of outrof-school
youth/YOUTEI NEET may be directly submitted to CybrfurardianspEI.

4. Participants must be at least 13 years old up to 25 years old, students (official r`apresentatives
from the participating schools and YOUTH NEET.

5. THEnm/nmssAGE

5.I.   Helping co¢reate safe cyberspace for children and the young; empowering the youth
thriough cybersecurity and the community as they face one or any of the following cyder threats.

5. I .1. Online sexual abuse and exploitation of children (OSAEC);

5. I £. Cybe"yin8;

5. I .3. Excessive use of social media;

5. I .4. Online gaming addiction; and

5. I . 5. MisinfomationAlcke News and Disinformation/trolling
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5.2.   The entry message conveys the impact bf the above-mentioned cyber threats on the well-
being of children and the young; how can children and the young be protected online by
empowering them throuch eybersecurity knowledge and the sxpport of their community
®arents/finily, school/teachers/classmates, church, mental health professionals, NGOs,
government, ffiends, and classmates)

6. FOHmT

unE0n-G
* Videos can be in Tagalog, local dialect, or English;

* Videos in Tagalog or the local dialect must have an English subtitle.

* Videos must be between 34 minutes and in any of the following presentation fomats:

ANIMATED ExpLAINER VDEO, TESTIMONIAL vlDEO, LrvE ACTION VDEO;
or lh7HTEB0ARD VIDEO

* Vidcos must be in mp4 file format and in 720p or I O80p

* Materials used must be original or from a credited royalty-free site. All sources of the materials
shall be cited with this notation "Credits to:
screen.

posted on the left upper side of the

Criteria for Judging:

I. Creativity and Originality of Hesentation ----------------- 30%

2. Context AppropriatenessRelevance to the theme (in line with the
'ITieme/message as stated above -------------------------- 20%

3. Technical and Innovation Excellence --------------------- 35%

4. Effectiveness in reaching the targeted audience (measured by
the highest number of likes and shares on CGPH Facebook) ------ 15%

Dirital Slogan Poster MakinE= Contest

* Entry must be an original design & owned by the participant (s) and not previously published
or have won in a contest.

* Participants may use any editing software (Adobe Photoshop, Paint, rmcrosoft Powerpoint,
etc.)



* The poster shall possess the following specificatious: Pester size must I]e in A4 size (8.27" I
11.69") 300 DPI, jn a PORTRAIT format.

* Entry must be accompanied by a one (1) minute video explaining the meaning of the slogan

poster while doing the poster.

Criteria for Judging:

1. Articulation/Relevance to the theme ------------------ 30%

2. Technical and Innovation Exceuence (Artistry/Creativity
Mastery of the use of the medium) --------------------- 20%

3. Originality ------------------------------------ 35%

4. Effectiveness in reaching the targ€ted audience (measured by
the highest number of likes and shares on CGPH Facebock) ---- 15%

Spoken Word Poetry Contest

* Must NOT be more than five (5) minutes.

* Entry must be an original & owned by the participant

* Must be in an rm4 file fomat and in 720p or lo8Qp

* 25fps Frame rate; In Half or Full Body shot

* No anrfuent send

* with translation and s`rdtitle

Criteria for Judging:
1. Relevance to the theme"essage/Content -------- 30%

I   The content of the spoken poetry anustrates, interprets, and emphasizes the theme.
I   The piece has a powerful and meaningful message to the audience. He/ She may use

inagery to add color and capture the andience's heart.

2. Delivery and Performance, Video Quality/
Technical Quality and Innovation Excellence --------20%

I   The apoken piece is delivered as to iwhat emotion is asked in the piece.
I   Connection to the audience was established from the start.
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I   Facial expressions and hand and body gestures eaphasized the different elements Of the
performance.

I   Eye contact pulled the audience to the message of the spoken words.
I   The andience's attention and interest were captured and sustained throughout the

delivery-
I   Pronunciation and enunciation sound natural and clear. The audience can understand

what is being spoken.
I   Words are pronounced distinctly and correctly. Does not stLitter nor stammer.
I   The video and the audio are clear. The video must not be blurred or distorted. The music

or background music must complement the piece. The volume of the background music
or insthment must not cover the presenterJs voice.

3. Creativity and Chiginality ------------------- 35%

I   The piece must be an original composition of the contestant.

4. Effectiveness in rcaching the targeted audience
(measured by the hichest number of likes and shares
on CGPH Facebook) ---------------------- 15%

Sonwiting Contest

* The song must NOT be more than four (4) minutes.

* Entry must be an original design & owned dy the participant (s)

* Must be accompanied by the song lyrics Qard copy or PDF fom)

* Must be in an mp4, wave or via Spotify format form

Criteria for Judgivg:

I. Creativity and Originality of presentation ---------- 35%

2. Context Appropriateness/ Relevance (in line with
thenie/message as stated above) --------------- ~ - - 30%

3. Music AiTangement ------------------------- 20%

4. Effectiveness in reaching the targeted audience
(measured by the highest number of likes and shares
on CGPH Facebook) --------------------------- 15%
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CyberGuardianspH reserves the right to disdlalify or remove an entry as it deems fit and just
without need of any explanation and its decision on the matter shall be final.

The Participating Schools and students agree that C)foerGuardianspH may make all enhies
submitted eapecially the winning entries or any portion thereof, available on the website, and
other digital assets. Participating Schools/Official representatives and Youth NEET grant
CyberGuardianspH the perpetual, noncxclusive, worldwide, irrevocable right to use, diaplay,
publish, transmit copy, make derivative wndcs from, edit alter, store, re-fomat, sell, and sub-
license the Submitted entries for such purpose without the need of any coinpensation, with no
copyricht re striction.

9. SUBussION

9. I .   Each entry must submit their contest enhies to c¥nhcvberexDress2022@,small.com with the
DOWNLOADABLE video or Google Drive lick on or before SEPTEMBER 20, Z024 -7:00
p.M. (cuTrgFF)

9.2.   The video/entry MUST NOT BE downloaded or posted on any other social media or sites,
otherwise, this will antomaticauy disqualify the entry.

I o. II\noRTAI`IT DATES

10. I . AUGUST 30, 2024 - Deadline for registration by the participating schools and Youth
NIET.

10.2.   SEPTEMBER 20, 2024 -7:00 p.in. CUTroFF -Submission of entries

10.3.   NOVEnDER 8, 2024 -1:00 p.in. -Release of the top 10 semi-finalists

10.4.   NOVEMBER 8, 2024 -1:00 pin. to NOVEMBER 18, 2024 -7:00 p.in. -Posting on
CGPH Facebock for the hichest number of reactions and shares.

10.5.   NOVEMBER 24, 2024 -4th National Youth Leadership Summit -Announcement of
Wirmers

1 1 . During this screening process, the Contest Facilitators will check if the entries have complied
with the entry guidelines. Ineligible enties will be automatically eliminated from the
competition. Elimination of entries is final and cannot be subject to appeal or discussion.

12. Entries will be judged by a 3person panel coaposed of one member of the CGPH Board Of
Tnlstees or their Designate, one representative of the event's rna).or aponsor, and one youth
representative (among CGPFTs Cyber Youth Champions) who are all not in any way comected
with the contestants and their respective organizafrons.

13. The official rating sheet of the panel of judges chall be submitted to a designated Auditor
who shall confirm the computation and declare the winners during the Summit.



14. Participating Schools/Youth NEET with two (2) or more enhies may also win more than
Once.

14. P-S
14.I    1ST   Video Making p25,000 I songwhtingp20,000 I spoken word p15,000 I
Sloganmosterplo,000

14.2   2ND   Video Making p20,000   I songwhting p15,000 I spoken word plo,000 I
Slogand?oster P5,000

14.3.   3RD   Video Making p15,000   I songwhting plo,000 I spcken word p5,000
I Sloganffoster P3 ,000

14.4 CONSOLATION PRIZE: P1,500 for Semi-froalists who did not wh

15.  OFFlclAL CONTEST RulEs AND REGULAnoNs

The video must not contain material that is obscene, defamatory, libelous, pornographic, offensive
or encourages conduct that would be considered a criminal offense or violates any law. Videos
mustbeappropriateforvjewingbythepublic.Bysubmittingavideo,andposter,individuals/teams
agree to allow CGPH hcorporated to use these materials for marketing, promotion, infomation,
and education purposes, at no cost. CGPH reserves the right to prbticize and promote the video
for its purposes. All work will be given credit to the creators. The winning submissious may be
branded with the CGPH logo at the discretion of CGPH. The top 3 wimers will be required to
produce a 30-second teaser video for their entries for marketing and promotion purposes. CGPH
shall not assume respousibitity or liability for any matchal or portion thereof, or any claims,
damages, or losses resulting from the use or dissemination of any video submitted in this contest.


